Beyond Basic Interactive

Telguard HomeControl for PowerSeries and IMPASSA security panels with Connect24 cellular service is offered in two easy to understand service levels: Interact and Control.

The Interact service level includes basic notifications, advanced notifications based on sensor activity, and remote arming. When used with an ASG1000-1T5NAS HUB, Interact level users gain the ability to use touch screens.

The Control service level allows the incorporation of Z-Wave devices when used with the ASG1000-1T5NAS HUB.

Integrated Cameras

The View service level add-on allows dealers to incorporate cameras as part of the Telguard HomeControl solution.

The C24-CAM54IR or C24-CAMANL, along with the ASG1000-1T5NAS HUB, deliver event-triggered video clips or images, or streaming video to a smartphone or computer.

For installations that do not require the ASG1000-1T5NAS HUB, choose the TGHC Camera, and lower the cost and complexity of an installation.

Mobile App and Portal

Telguard HomeControl’s mobile app matches the sophistication and style users expect to see on their iPhone or Android devices.

The Telguard HomeControl online portal lets your customers quickly and easily enter account information, contacts, authorized users, and manage their system seamlessly from anywhere, using any standard web browser.

For information on Telguard HomeControl visit www.Telguard.com/DSC or contact Telguard at 800-229-2326, Option 5.
Interactive -- with DSC it’s simply a matter of choice.

Quality intrusion products by DSC, paired with interactive service experts, to maximize the full potential of IMPASSA v1.1+ and PowerSeries v4.6+ with a variety of smart home control and monitoring features offered through Telguard HomeControl*.